
Geo Fencing
ADVERTSING SOLUTIONS

Mobile phones provide a unique view into user behaviors, frequently visited

locations, behaviors, interests, and much more.

Geo Fencing allows business owners to

target consumers on their devices

based on where they are currently

located or where they have been in the

past, which in turn provides the

following benefits:

Precise targeting

Increased engagement

Better efficiency

Boosted ROI/conversions

No reliance on cookie data

Foot Traffic Attribution

There are two types of Geo Fencing:

Historical Geo Fencing

Targeting customers on their

own devices based on locations they

visited in the past

1 DEVICE ID

Real-Time Geo Fencing

Targeting customers on their own

devices based on locations they are

at currently

2 MICROPROXIMITY

WHY A BUSINESS OWNER SHOULD
ADVERTISE WITH GEO FENCING

Percentage of people
who check their phones

within  15 minutes of
waking up

Number of times
the average person
checks their phone

every day

Percentage of people
who keep their

phone by their side
day and night

68% 150x 87%

With Device ID targeting, you can create custom shapes around different locations and target users who have
been in those fences within a timeframe you define. It could be the last 12 months or as recently as three days
ago. You define the historic window of time.

There are four types of Device ID targeting:

Reach consumers who have
visited target locations in the past

Reach consumers by targeting
devices based on a specific address

list provided by the client

HOW DEVICE ID WORKS

LOCATION TARGETING ADDRESS TARGETING

Reach consumers based on
demographics (eg. age, gender,

interests, financial)

Reach consumers based on a
business name or category (eg.

jewelry stores)

DEMOGRAPHIC TARGETING CATEGORY TARGETING

Location Data Collection

RADIUS MAPPING
Precise, real-time location data is matched with an appropriate radius to
draw to scale and create your fence

CATEGORY OF BUSINESS
Targeting specific business types based on category (eg. target every college
or university in an area)

This real-time, hyper-local geo-targeting allows you to serve ads to a target audience
while they are at a specific location on a specific day, date, or date range.

Microproximity targeting offers the ability to serve real-time ads based on the
location of any device within a defined 1 - 1000 meter proximity or fence.

MICROPROXIMITY

CASE STUDY

Solution: We recommended taking advantage of the client's numerous

competitors by using Device ID to administer a conquest targeting strategy.

The gym also Geo Fenced their own location to encourage longer memberships.

Results: By targeting competing locations, the gym gained 73 new memberships

over the course of the campaign. The client spent $5,400 and gained $38,500 in

contracted revenue – 6x return-on-investment (ROI).

Client: Local gym & workout facility

Campaign Length: Six months

Objective: The client hoped to increase the

number of six and 12-month memberships.
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